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Notes:

 

 

 

From the Soul seed energy, we move like this:

Ebb & Flow, Faith, and
Soul Vision

The Science of Realising Your Soul Vision:

3/7 - Inner vision, ideal, projected on to Aura,

there you can see what you are prepared to

accept in practical reality (3). 

Fire of vision acts as a catalyst for action.

Positive mind gives hope and encouragement 

 

1/9 - Challenges you in regard to intention.

Personal + impersonal + asks that you make

contact with resources available. 

Your personal resource is your Soul (1). 

The impersonal resource is the collective Soul

(9). 

This clarified the objective the vision is meant

to serve. Loss of contact with Soulful

intention is where visions fail to realise. 



 

4/6 - Get clear about priorities, make a

commitment, take responsibility for the

consequences. 

Required 4 + 6 + includes attitude of service,

prayer + consciousness to be met by Grace.

This stage will also confront you with your

fears - when you feel nothing is happening, ask

yourself what is stopping you and this will

show you your insecurities.

 Then you can ask what you need to commit

and invest yourself fully (and invest IN

yourself). 

Your response moves you to the next stage.

 

2/8 - The HOW to proceed. 

The process of longing (2) and energizing (8). 

A time of not doing + allowing the vision to be

purified + empowered. 

Sometimes it can mean losing the vision

altogether in order for it to gain a deeper

quality. 

Ebb & Flow, Faith, and
Soul Vision



 

5/10 - The whole process is brought to fruition

through 5/10 where it is either fully realised

or nothing is realised (10), 

but either way there is a lesson learned +

integrated (5).

To read:

 

 
Your past isn’t real

 

read here:

https://askharriette.co.uk/project/this-is-

what-business-can-look-like/
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When you feel like it’s not happening…. be in

service to the thing that challenges you most.
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